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- We had much fruitful presentations and     
  discussions on Belle II Trigger and DAQ in 
  this workshop aiming at the transition to
  mass production phase.
     => Thanks to everyone!

- Basically no major problem is foreseen to
  go for the production phase.

However.......



  

Still several issues exist. 

- Clock issues: local clock, distribution

-  “Duplicated effort”
      * Clock distribution (TRG<->DAQ) => discussion for agreement
      * VME CPU effort (TRG<->DAQ) => “CPU group” will be formed.
      * Hardware tracking (TRG<->PXD)

- TRG readout is not fixed yet.

- The interface between detector readout and Belle2link
  is not clear to everyone. -> Need written documents. => B2GM
       * should be uploaded to Twiki as early as possible “as is” basis 
   + ECL<->Belle2link handshake is still unclear.

- Cooling scheme of readout electronics is still under discussion.

- Data flow issues: DQM, Belle2 library version for HLT, etc



  

Please be prepared for production!!

by fixing these issues as early as possible.



  

Let's thank Liu-san and his company 
for managing this great workshop!

Excellent place, Excellent coordination, 
and Excellent food....!!!!



  

We would like to express our deepest gratitude to
IHEP Trigger Lab lead by Zhen'An Liu 

for their great contribution to Belle II DAQ. 

- Very quick development of Belle2link
- New contribution to PXD-DAQ development

They are already “hard core” of Belle II DAQ group. 
Belle II DAQ cannot be built without them!

Let's keep this tight collaboration!



  

Where:
     Idea 1:  Korea again ???
     Idea 2:  Taiwan ???
     Idea 3:  Hawaii ???
     Idea 4:  Novosibirsk (BINP)???
     Idea 5:  Somewhere in Japan other than KEK ???  
     Idea 6:  KEK ???  => Avoid this!!!!!

Next Workshop. When and Where?

When: keep “annual” meeting? or better to have more 
            frequently?
    - We have b2gm's and regular TRG/DAQ meetings
    - Keep “annual” basis -> “When? = Jan. 2012”

* We have JSPS fund next year for this workshop
  and can support some of KEK members and people
  staying in Japan. 



  

Workshop adjourn.

Thank you for joining the meeting.

See you soon in April B2GM
and

Celebrate gound breaking!
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